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Heavy beats, agressive - yet melodic - synths, and strong hooks combine with a darkly-ironic sense of

futurism to forge some completely kick-ass industrial music. For people who like to dance, but also for the

folk wearing headphones. 6 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Industrial, ELECTRONIC: Dance Details: What

are people saying about Atomic Box's CD? Read on... Spinmistress Batty, Morbid Outlook Webzine

"Stompy. Dancey. Spacey. Scientific. A must have for those of you with excessive angst! An excellent

blend of smooth melodies with gritty, old skool informatik-ish vocals." Bob Westphal, The Shape of Things

to Come, 89.1 WFDU "If you haven't scammed a copy of Atomic Box's new CD, Planet X, do so ASAP.

It's excellent!'" Marat, Chairwoman, Contempt NYC "I LOVE ATOMIC BOX! It's makin' dinner, dancin'

around the kitchen in your underwear, good!" FROM: THE ATOMIC RESONANCE COMMISSION

SUBJECT: Atomic Box PROJECT TITLE: Planet X! PROJECT HEADS: Rev. Dr. Atomic, Special Agent

Greene FOR IMMEDIATE DISSEMINATION Atomic Box - the Rev. Dr. Atomic and Special Agent Greene

- emerged from the nuclear meltdown of numerous musical efforts on January 1, 2001. Besides pulling

from such diverse musical styles as industrial, trance, punk, and metal, Atomic Box relies on a healthy

dose of Fifties-era, post-bomb paranoia, sci-fi imagery, and 2001-ish futurism to create an aesthetic that

is at once comfortable in its familiarity, and disturbing in it's off-kilter approach to electronic dance music.

Atomic Box's music is naturally at home on the dance floor, with pounding beats and sweeping melodies,

but the band's real strength lies in their ability to translate the quantized grooves and sequenced bleeps

into a live show filled with the energy and spontaneity of any rock and roll act. To really experience

Atomic Box, you need to see them play. The two members of A-Box have a long and storied career in the

NYC industrial/gothic scene. Singer/Programmer Dr. Atomic originally fronted (under an alternate identity)

the industrial-rock act Marlow's Lie, and is a founder of one of NYC's longest running industrial/gothic
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monthly parties, Contempt. He was joined in ML by A-Box percussionist/programmer Greene, who, along

with his AB duties, also plays keyboards in NYC's Anathema Device and Uberjerk (where he also handles

distorted acoustic guitar). The band is rounded out by their support staff, the Atomic Resonance

Commission: Prof. Uri Xenokoff (Physicist), Robert Rosinski (Minister of Spatial Services), and the lovely

Fallout Girls. For more information on the ever-changing world of Atomic Box, check out their web site,

atomicbox.net. Atomic Box - Sometimes the moment of truth is just a moment too late.
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